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Since 2004 Libraries are using Bookeye scanners for self service scanning to minimize the book restoring costs by thousand of Euros each year....
Bookeye® Scanners
Kiosk Solutions

…over the years the handling of Kiosk scanners has been improved for most intuitive and easy handling.

2010 – Bookeye 4 Kiosk

2013 – Bookeye 4 Kiosk
General facts about the Bookeye® 4 Kiosk Scanner

Features:

• Scan area: A2+
• Document opening 180° (flat mode) or 120° (V-mode)
• Up to 400 dpi optical resolution
• Scan speed: 2.4 seconds on A2
• Integrated Hotspot (for Scan2Pad)
• standalone system
• No additional PC needed
Bookeye® 4 Kiosk Advanced Scanner

...in addition to the unique scanning features of the Bookeye® 4 Kiosk scanner, the system was complemented with the BCS-2 Express software which features an intelligent payment solution.
Bookeye® 4 Kiosk Advanced Scanner

BCS-2 Express Interface

Customizable Touch Screen Interface

Personalised Copy Card
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Customized Touch Screen Interface

• Controls scanner settings

• Controls Previews screen

• Easy to customize

• Setup only most important settings
BCS-2 Express Start Screen

USB Information
• Available saving space

Copy Card Authentication
• Individual Copy Card Number
• Credit available
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BCS-2 Express Task Bar

- Enhanced image view
- Page splitting
- Cropping
- Individual Job No.
- Job Size / Pages
- Copy Card Information
- USB Information
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BCS-2 Express Image Transfer
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BCS-2 Express Resuming Scan Job

Money on Account is not sufficient!
Required are 1.00 €, available are 0.05 €!

Abort and Discard Images
Interrupt and proceed later on
Proceed right now.
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Features:

- Authorization via login and password
- Authorization via personal ID
- Authorization via Mifare (RFID cards)
- Authorization via USB flash drive
- Authorization via barcode
- Authorization via fingerprint reader
Thank you very much for your attention.
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